The partial discharge (PD) detection of electrical equipment is important for the safe operation of power system. The ultrasonic signal generated by the PD in the oil is a broadband signal. However, most methods of the array signal processing are used for the narrowband signal at present, and the effect of some methods for processing wideband signals is not satisfactory. Therefore, it is necessary to find new broadband signal processing methods to improve detection ability of the PD source. In this paper, the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation method based on sparse representation of eigenvector is proposed, and this method can further reduce the noise interference. Moreover, the simulation results show that this direction finding method is feasible for broadband signal and thus improve the following positioning accuracy of the three-array localization method. And experimental results verify that the direction finding method based on sparse representation of eigenvector is feasible for the ultrasonic array, which can achieve accurate estimation of direction of arrival and improve the following positioning accuracy. This can provide important guidance information for the equipment maintenance in the practical application.
Introduction
Electrical equipment working status is directly related to the reliable operation of power system. And the practice has proved that the PD is the main reason for the high voltage electrical equipment insulation breakdown finally. In order to avoid accidents and timely find the potential danger, it is necessary for the electrical equipment partial discharge testing to ensure system reliability [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In the PD detection, an array sensor is used to collect ultrasonic signals generated by the PD. Then the array signal processing technology is used to complete the source direction of arrival (DOA) estimation and positioning. This method not only has strong anti-interference ability, but also has high positioning accuracy, and it has been widely used in many areas [7] [8] [9] . However, the main processing object of the traditional array signal processing methods is a narrowband signal, and the corresponding variety of space spectrum estimation (direction of arrival, DOA) methods that have high resolution and fast computing speed have been successfully applied. The electrical equipment ultrasonic signal generated by the PD in transformer oil is a typical broadband signal [10, 11] , so the study on the DOA estimation algorithm that is suitable for wideband signal has extremely important significance.
The more classical wideband direction finding algorithm is mainly divided into two categories.
The first kind of method is incoherent subspace algorithm (ISM algorithm) [12, 13] . It is that a broadband signal is divided into a number of narrowband signals, and the average value is obtained after estimating the DOA of each narrowband signal. This method is a simple average of the narrowband signal processing results, which has a large amount of calculation, and cannot overcome the shortcomings of subspace algorithms adopted by the narrowband signal, such that it is easily affected by noise and sampling points and cannot solve the coherent sources. The second method is the coherent signal subspace algorithm (CSM algorithm) [14] [15] [16] [17] . A focusing matrix is used to focus on all frequency components on a single reference frequency. Narrowband signal processing method is used to estimate the DOA of the covariance matrix after focusing, which reduces the correlation coefficient between signals, and can achieve the goal of coherent solution. Moreover, the existing CSM algorithm has to use the traditional narrowband signal processing method after focusing, which is still unable to avoid the disadvantages of subspace algorithms.
Mallat and Zhang in 1990s proposed the theory of signal sparse decomposition [18, 19] . It can be constructed by using different ways according to the specific signal form and different research purposes. Although, the signal is represented by a handful of basis functions, the information in the signal also focuses on these few basis functions, so it is more conducive to extract and explain the essential characteristics of signals. At present, the signal sparse decomposition has been widely used in signal noise reduction, compression, coding and image processing, and other fields [11] . In this paper, the sparse decomposition theory is applied to the PD signal DOA estimation. According to the array signal direction vectors, an overcomplete atom dictionary is established. The matching pursuit (MP) algorithm is used to choose the appropriate atoms, and the angle information contained in the atoms is the DOA of signal sources.
This work studies the PD positioning method in the transformer oil based on the sparse representation of eigenvectors. Taking a nine-element circular ultrasonic array sensor as an example, the mathematical model of ultrasonic array signals is given. Firstly, the broadband PD signals are received by an ultrasonic array sensor, and the covariance matrix of a single frequency is obtained by using RSS focusing method [20] . Then an eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is obtained through eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix obtained; the eigenvector is as the amount to be decomposed. According to the reference frequency and the steering vector form of an array signal, a step and step overcomplete dictionary is established, and thus the DOA estimation of the PD signal can be obtained by MP. Moreover, this method can further reduce the noise interference. Finally, according to the results, the PD source is located by using the three-array cross positioning principle. The simulation and experimental results show that the direction finding method based on sparse representation of eigenvectors can get higher accuracy of the DOA estimation results and improve the subsequent positioning precision.
Broadband PD Ultrasonic Array Signal

The Mathematical Model of Array Signal.
The research results show that the ultrasonic frequency produced by the PD in transformer oil is mainly concentrated in the range of 50 kHz to 400 kHz, the center frequency is between 70 kHz and 200 kHz, and so the PD ultrasonic signal source is a typical broadband signal.
Assuming that a uniform array consists of M equally spaced elements and there is a space with broadband signals, the incident angle is, respectively, 1 , 2 , . . . , , and the signal received from the th element can be expressed as
where ( ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) is incident broadband signal; ( ) is additive noise; ( ) is time difference relative to the reference node when the th signal source is received by the th element.
The time shift theorem of Fourier transform is as follows: a signal is carried on Fourier transform after the signal has a time shift equal to that of the signal that has a phase delay after Fourier transform. If ( ) is the Fourier transform form of ( ), that is,
then the Fourier transform form of ( + ) is
For the signal received by the th element, both sides of (1) are analyzed based on Fourier transform:
The Fourier transform for elements can be written in matrix form, which is
And they can be written as
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] .
The signal direction matrix ( , ) is different from narrowband direction matrix. Here, the frequency is the whole band of the signal, while the frequency is a single fixed value in a narrowband model.
When the signal is analyzed based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with points, the frequencies are discrete points, and then (6) can be discrete as
The steering vector matrix is
where a( , ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) is a steering vector:
. . .
2.2. The Structure of the Circular Ultrasonic Array Sensor. The circular ultrasonic array sensor is composed of identical elements evenly distributed on the circumference with a radius of in the -plane; the elements are arranged as shown in Figure 1 (e.g., taking nine element). The coordinate system of the sphere is used to express the DOA of the incident plane wave, and o is in the center of the array, which is the origin of the coordinate system. Consequently, it is taken as a reference point. In addition, when the incident signal direction is ( , ), azimuth is expressed as the angle between the -axis and a projection in the -plane, and the projection is wired from the reference point to the source of the signal. The pitch angle is the angle between theaxis and the wired one that is from the reference point to the source of signal. Then the delay time in which the signal arrives at the th element relative to the reference element is Then, according to (10) and (11), the steering vector of an -element circular array can be expressed as
where the frequency is the whole frequency band of the signal.
DOA Estimation Based on Sparse Decomposition
The Mathematical Expression of Sparse Representation.
Given an overcomplete dictionary D = {Φ , = 1, 2, . . . , }, there are atoms, which is a whole Hilbert space = , and > . Therefore, for any signal expressed as , ∈ , the atoms can be selected adaptively in D, to make sparse approximation with the signal ; that is,
where is index set of Φ and the corresponding coefficients are expressed as = { } ∈ . The atomic number selected is usually much smaller than the atomic number in the atom dictionary. A few atoms can express the signal, so-called sparse representation.
The matrix is used to express ∈ and D ∈ × ; the th column of D is Φ , and then (13) can be written as
where c ∈ is a sparse vector.
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The ways in which the atoms in the overcomplete dictionary are used to express the signal have infinite variety of forms. Therefore, how to effectively solve the sparse coefficient vector c is an important problem, the sparse representation which is the basic problem of sparse representation, and the specific expression is as follows:
where c 0 is 0 -norm of c, which is the number of the nonzero elements in the coefficient vector c.
Application of Matching Pursuit Algorithm in DOA Estimation.
In the application process of sparse representation method, different overcomplete dictionaries are constructed according to different research purposes. When an ultrasonic array is used to estimate the DOA of the broadband PD signal, the overcomplete dictionary can be structured according to a steering vector matrix form of the received signal. The steering vector matrix contains the wave direction of signals; therefore, constructing a group of atomic vectors covered space at any angle inevitably includes the DOA of signals.
Based on sparse representation theory, these atoms that include the DOA of signals can be selected by using matching pursuit (MP) algorithm, and they can be used to realize the direction finding. The principles of the MP algorithm are similar to the adaptive projection decomposition algorithm. Firstly, the atoms that match with the signal mostly are selected from the overcomplete dictionary, which is the idea that these atoms have the maximum inner product with signal. Here, the projection coefficient is that the signal on the atom is the largest, and the rest of energy on the atom after decomposition is minimum. Next, the same method is used to find out the best matching atoms with the remaining amount and then make decomposition. Repeat the above steps. When the remaining energy of decomposition is small enough or the best matching atom combinations can represent the original signal, stop the decomposition. The flow chart of the sparse representation by using MP algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
When estimating the DOAs of the ultrasonic signal generated by PD sources, the incidence angles of the signal can be searched on angle vectors that have been set. In general, the number of the PD sources is much smaller than the number of angles to be searched; that is, ≪ . A search vector of the angle is constructed, and the vector is covering all space angle, which is = [ 1 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ]. There are components equal to 1 , 2 , . . . , , respectively. According to (9) , the search matrix of angle is constructed as
The direction finding by using the sparse representation theory is to decompose the received signals on the atoms with different directions. The projection value is maximum when the incident signal has the same direction with the atoms. According to the relevant knowledge of the vector projection theory in mathematics, the projection of an array signal on the atom is maximum, which means that the inner product module between the array signal and the corresponding atom is maximum. Firstly, the parameter to be decomposed is set to be X, and X makes the inner product with each atom V ( ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ); then the optimal atom V ( 0 ) 0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } is selected by the absolute value of the inner product, and the optimal atom meets the following conditions:
The received signal X is decomposed into the component of projection on a V ( 0 ) and the remains of the signal:
where
is the projection of signal on the optimal atom. And with the definition of the matrix projection, the International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 5 part of projection can be obtained by using the following equation:
Repeat the above steps with the residual signal and, after the decomposition for P times, the residual signal is small enough to meet the requirements of the allowable error, so the decomposition results of the array signal X can be obtained:
When the decomposition of the received signal has been finished, a group of orientation matrixes = [ 1 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ] can be obtained. And elements are wave directions of signals, respectively.
The number of PD sources is previously unknown and, according to the signal sparse representation in the process of the change in energy, the iterative termination conditions for DOA estimation of ultrasonic array signals based on MP algorithm are obtained. However, if the difference of the energy variation for the adjacent decomposition is particularly large and the value of the energy variation is small in the process of subsequent classification, then the iteration can be terminated.
The Principle of Direction Finding Based on Sparse
Representation of the Eigenvectors. According to the introduction of Section 2.1, assuming that the signal and noise are independent of each other, the center frequency is , the array covariance matrix of received data is
where I is identity matrix, 2 I = [N( )N( ) ], and R ( ) is the covariance matrix of the source signal. Moreover, the signal subspace composed by the signal eigenvector and the noise subspace composed by the noise eigenvector can be obtained, respectively, by the decomposition of the covariance of the ultrasonic array signal.
Theorem 1.
Suppose that ( ≤ − 1) narrowband farfield signal is incident on the array that consists of elements, the order of the array manifold matrix is , and the order of the signal covariance matrix is ( ≤ ). Assuming that the noise covariance matrix R is a matrix with full rank, so the following linear relationship meets
where 1 ≤ ≤ , e is an eigenvector of covariance matrix that receives the data, ( ) is a factor of linear combination, and a( ) is a steering vector. The proof process is in the literature [21] .
Based on the theorem, when the noise covariance matrix is the ideal white noise, (22) can be simplified as
Equation (23) shows that whether the source of signal is coherent, the eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is a linear combination of the steering vectors for each signal source. And the biggest eigenvector of the data covariance matrix contains the information of all signals.
Consequently, the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue can be sparse representation, thereby the DOA estimation for the signal is obtained. Compared with the DOA estimation of the received data based on sparse representation, the eigenvalue decomposition can weaken the interference caused by noise, and the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is selected to be as the amount to be decomposed, and the estimation results will be more accurate.
The Steps of Direction Finding Based on Sparse Representation of Eigenvectors.
Firstly, in order to obtain the narrow covariance matrix of a single frequency, the received data need to be focused on, because the ultrasonic signal is a broadband signal. The rotate signal subspace (RSS) algorithm presented in literature [20] is used to focus on the received data of the array in this work.
Therefore, the detailed steps of the DOA estimation based on sparse representation of eigenvectors can be expressed as follows:
(1) The data X received by the ultrasonic array sensor is analyzed based on the DFT to obtain the X , and this is the preparation for the subsequent focus.
(2) The reference frequency is selected as 0 , and X is focused by RSS, and the covariance matrix of a single frequency P is obtained by using the focus algorithm.
(3) The corresponding eigenvector e max of the maximum eigenvalue can be obtained through the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix P.
(4) According to Section 2.2, the overcomplete dictionary is established in the form of the steering vector, and the frequency of the atom in the step and step overcomplete dictionary is replaced with the reference frequency 0 .
(5) By using the MP algorithm, the eigenvector e max is to make sparse representation, and the optimal atom is selected. Then the DOA estimation of the signal is obtained, which is contained in the angle ( , ) of the optimal atom.
Three-Array Cross Localization Method.
After the DOA estimation of the signal, the position of the PD source cannot be sure, because the distance between the PD source and the array sensor is unknown [22, 23] . The space position of the PD source is obtained according to the method of three-array cross localization method and the results of the direction finding. The principle of three-array localization method is shown in Figure 3 .
The space positions of the three sets of array sensors are, respectively, 1
and, using the direction angle and the positions of the ultrasonic array sensor, the equation of the direction line can be obtained. Suppose that spatial coordinates of the signal source are ( , , ). In the ideal situation, the three different direction lines should intersect in the ( , , ). But these lines are on different surfaces, because there are many actual measurement errors. Therefore, the sum function that is a sum of the vertical distance from a point in the space to the three lines is
Through searching in the space by using Chaotic Monkey algorithm [24] , when the sum of distance is minimum, the point with the minimum value d can be regarded as the space position of the PD source.
The Simulation Study
The Simulation of the PD Signal.
The length ( ), width ( ), and height ( ) of the electrical equipment model are, respectively, 150 cm, 100 cm, and 120 cm (they are matched with the size of the experimental equipment). The simulation parameters of signal are set as the wavelength = 10 mm; the amplitude is 5 mm; the center frequency is 150 kHz; the equivalent velocity is 1500 m/s; the acoustic attenuation coefficient of the signal is = 50 × 10 −7 cm −1 ; the number of sampling snapshots is 1024; the sampling frequency is 2 MHz; the noise-signal ratio is 10 dB. Moreover, in order to verify the validity of the array signal direction finding based on sparse representation, the simulation research is carried out on a nine-element circular ultrasonic array sensor, and the interval between array elements is = /2 = 5 mm.
The form of simulated signal [25, 26] is
where is the central frequency of the signal, is the amplitude of the signal, and 0 is the time division point. Firstly, because of the randomness, the PD ultrasonic signal is in electrical equipment, so 100 frequency points of the signal are generated according to the average probability in the bandwidth, and they formed frequency distribution. Then, on the basis of center frequency of ultrasonic signal, the amplitude of the signal corresponding to each frequency point is formed by the normal distribution method. Finally, the initial phase of each frequency point is randomly generated, and the white Gaussian noise is added in the signal, and the PD ultrasonic signal in the oil can be simulated.
The map of the time waveform of the simulated signal is shown in Figure 4(a) ; by using the Fourier transform, the map of the frequency domain is shown in Figure 4(b) ; when the noise is large, the PD signal is submerged in the waveform of the time domain, and it is shown in Figure 4(c) .
The map of the frequency domain shows that the simulated PD signal is a broadband signal, and the center frequency is 150 kHz.
The oscillogram of the simulated signal received by a nine-element circular ultrasonic array sensor is shown in Figure 5 .
The Simulation of Location.
For the broadband signal simulated, the received data by ultrasonic array sensor is segmented according to the observation time, and the array covariance matrix of each frequency point can be obtained by the DFT in every period. 0 is selected as focusing frequency, and the covariance matrix of a single frequency can be acquired. The step and step overcomplete dictionary is established according to the focusing frequency and the steering vector form of Section 2.2. After the focusing and the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue can be acquired, and the eigenvector is the parameter to be decomposed.
Then taking a circular ultrasonic array sensor, for example, the position of the source is set at (35, 50, 60) cm, and the positions of the three-array sensors are set at position #1: (40, 0, 10) cm, position #2: (80, 0, 0) cm, position #3: (0, 30, 50) cm. Therefore, the theoretical values of the DOAs are, respectively, (5.7 ∘ , 45.1 ∘ ), (132.0 ∘ , 48.3 ∘ ), and (29.7 ∘ , 76.1 ∘ ). In accordance with the steps of the Section 3.4, the process of searching for the optimal atom is that the array signal makes inner products with each atom, respectively, and the value of the inner product is maximum with the optimal atom. In order to figuratively present this process, the scatter gram of absolute value of the inner product in the angle space can be made.
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The DOA estimation result of the PD ultrasonic signal received by the array sensor at position #2 is (131.6 ∘ , 8.5 ∘ ), and the scatter gram of the absolute value of the inner product in the space is shown in Figure 7 .
The DOA estimation result of the PD ultrasonic signal received by the array sensor at position #3 is (30.1 ∘ , 6.4 ∘ ), and the scatter gram of the absolute value of the inner product in the space is shown in Figure 8 .
Then using the three DOA estimation results above, the objective function equation (24) is calculated by the threearray cross positioning principle. And when the objective function is minimum by using the search of the optimization algorithm, the position of the PD source in the space can be acquired. Consequently, the result is (33.1, 51.8, 58.7) cm, the error is 2.9 cm, and the location diagram is shown in Figure 9 .
Changing the positions of the PD source and the ultrasonic array sensors, the five groups of the PD source positioning simulation are conducted. The positioning results of the circular ultrasonic array are shown in Table 1 .
The table shows that, after direction of the eigenvector with the sparse representation, the average error for positioning is 3.08 cm. And it illustrates that the eigenvector with the sparse representation can obtain the better direction finding results and reduce the errors in the positioning.
The Experimental Study
5.1. The Experimental System. The experimental system for research includes discharge device, the array sensor, the data acquisition system, and the data processing system.
The simulated electrical equipment is a tank welded by steel plates, the body length is 150 cm, the width is 100 cm, the height is 120 cm, and the thickness of the steel plate is 5 mm. Moreover, a three-capacitor discharge tube is used to simulate the PD source of the internal electrical equipment. And the array sensor is put in the preset position. A nine-element circular ultrasonic array sensor is used to receive signal, it is fixed on the outer wall of the tank, and the shielding lines are used to transfer the data; then the data are processed by the computer combined with ultrasonic detection software. The principle diagram of the whole experiment system is shown in Figure 10 In order to avoid the influences of discharge instability and other factors on the experimental results, a threecapacitor discharge tube is used to simulate the PD source, it can generate the ultrasonic that is similar to the ultrasonic signal of the real partial discharge, and it has good stability and repeatability, and the discharge voltage is low and easy to meet the insulation. The EPSON discharge tube is used to be a discharge device, and the critical discharge voltage is 230 V. Generally, the discharge frequency of ultrasonic signals emitted by the discharge tube is in the range of 50 kHz to 280 kHz, the center frequency is 150 kHz, and the equivalent velocity is 1500 m/s, while the wavelength is about 10 mm. The diagram of the three-capacitor discharge principle is shown in Figure 12 .
In Figure 12 , 0 is a coupling capacitor, and 1 is equivalent capacitance of the other parts of the insulating medium. 
(2) 
(10) (11) (9) (8) reaches a certain value, the gas is breakdown conduction, and then the discharge effect is produced.
The Signal Processing.
In the process of the experiment, the position of the PD source was preset. And a plurality of preset fixed locations were for the array sensors on the outer wall of the electrical equipment. Then the ultrasonic array sensor was used to collect the PD signal. In order to ensure that the experiment was performed under the same conditions and to facilitate subsequent data processing, the PD source location was fixed during the experiment, only changing the position of ultrasonic array sensor so that the relative space position was changed. The location of the PD source in experiment was (65, 15, 60) cm. The oscillogram of the PD signal received by the nineelement ultrasonic array sensor is shown in Figure 13 .
Three different locations were selected to place ultrasonic array sensors that were used to receive the PD signal, and the ultrasonic signal was used to be focusing and the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue was acquired by using the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix with a single frequency. This eigenvector was the amount to be decomposed, and the optimal atom was selected by using MP algorithm; then the DOA estimation can be realized. Besides, the noise interference can be reduced based on sparse representation of the eigenvectors and improve the accuracy of positioning.
Using the methods of direction finding and positioning in the work, the results are shown in Table 2 .
The table shows that, in the experimental process, the average error of positioning for the circular ultrasonic array sensor based on sparse representation of the eigenvectors is 4.52 cm, which meets the requirement of practical engineering.
Conclusion
The accurate detection of the PD in oil of electrical equipment is the key to the maintenance and repairs of equipment. The positioning method for the PD based on the sparse representation of the eigenvectors is studied in this work. First of all, the mathematical model of a wideband PD signal and the steering vector of a circular ultrasonic array sensor is given. Then the sparse representation theory is applied to the DOA estimation. The principle and process of the sparse presentation of the eigenvectors is introduced in detail, and the three-array cross positioning method is also introduced. Lastly, the simulation study and experimental research are conducted on this method, and the results show that the positioning method in the work can achieve the accurate positioning of the PD source. 
